
SNU 4190.310 Programming Languages, Fall 2011

ropas.snu.ac.kr/~kwang/4190.310/11

Instructor: Kwangkeun Yi

Lectures: Mon/Wed 15:30-16:50, rm 107, bldg 302
Office Hour: Mon/Wed 16:50-17:30, rm 428, bldg 302

1 Goal

What are the underlying principles of all programming languages? How far behind
are existing programming languages from the desirable? What are necessary to
advance the current programming language technology?

This course will expose the students to how the research community has tried
to answer the above questions, or to the basics that will be necessary for better
answers than the current.

2 Content

• Part 0: language, syntax, semantics, abstract syntax, concrete syntax, in-
ductive definitions, logic system, inference rules, induction

• Part 1: imperative language, basic syntax, scopes, environment, memory,
static/dynamic scoping, parameter passing, procedures, data structures, role
of types, static/dynamic typ system, memory management, garbage collec-
tion, translation, virtual machine

• Part 2: language model, lambda calculus, reduction as computation, higher-
order applicative language, safe type system, type disciplines, data abstrac-
tion, modularity, translation, virtual machine, objects, inheritance, future
issues

3 Material

Text: Notes on Programming Languages, Kwangkeun Yi

Reference: Concepts in Programming Languages, John Mitchell, Cambridge University
Press

+ Other on-line/off-line materials.

Programming: OCaml(http://ocaml.org)

4 Teaching Assistants

Yongho Yoon, Jinyoung Kim: {yhyoon, jykim}@ropas.snu.ac.kr, x1865, rm 312-
2, bldg 302
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• TA’s help students understand course materials and complete homeworks

• TA’s are in charge of running the course web board. TA’s will answer the ques-
tions students post and announce various things including some clarification
on homeworks.

• TA’s grade your homeworks and quizes.

5 Grading

• Homeworks 90%, Etc 10%:

You have to submit your programming homeworks via computers. We accept
your homeworks within 48 hours after theirs dues. Homeworks that are over-
dued (within 48 hours) will have 10% deduction from their scores. Students
are supposed to program in OCaml.

• Homework consists of programming, writing essays, and challenges.

– Programming homeworks help students learn by doing. Homeworks are
about implementing important parts of the course materials.

– Writing essays let student read papers or view videos. Essays consists
of summarization of the assigned materials and student’s personal after-
thoughts.

– Challenges are a collection of “challenging” problems in programming
languages that you may be able to solve. Students who report correct
solutions will have boosted graded by one to three levels (e.g. C- to C+
or B- to A-).

• Copying homeworks from others will be detected. We use computer system
to detect code clones. When students’ homework are turned out to be copies,
their whole homework score (90% that constitute the grade) will be 0.
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